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 The Journal of Developing Areas 27 (January 1993) 245-278

 Book Reviews

 RONALD E. NELSON

 THE DEPENDENCY MOVEMENT: SCHOLARSHIP AND POLITICS IN
 DEVELOPMENT STUDIES. By Robert A. Packenham. Cambridge, MA, and
 London: Harvard University Press, 1992. Pp. viii + 362, $42.50.

 In this crie de coeur, Robert Packenham devotes one paragraph to the positive
 contributions dependency theory has made to social science and 318 pages to
 denouncing its malevolence. Packenham does not endeavor to test the "substantive
 hypotheses" of dependency theory; rather he aims to impeach the entire approach
 by denying its status as social science. His attack, which is primarily epistemological,
 is organized around three premises: (1) dependency theory is rooted in Marxism
 and is therefore utopian; (2) it is unfalsifiable; and (3) it has politicized scholarship
 and perverted the search for truth.

 Packenham is right that much of dependency theory shares core premises with
 Marxism, although the extent of the overlap depends upon which dependency theorist
 and which Marxist you compare. The identification of dependency theory with
 Marxism is not prima facie proof that dependency theory is unscientific, however.
 Whether Marxism qualifies as social science depends upon one's criteria for science.

 To Packenham, social analysis is scientific only if independent empirical facts are
 used to falsify hypotheses derived from a nomological-deductive theory. In other
 words, Packenham is a militant logical empiricist of the (early) Karl Popper variety.
 Among philosophers of science, this naive model of inquiry was abandoned as
 untenable two decades ago. By now it is a commonplace that facts are inevitably
 theory-laden (hence never truly independent), hypotheses can never be definitively
 falsified, and even natural scientists do not conduct research according to the strict
 prescriptions of logical positivism. A reformed and somewhat chastened logical
 empiricism, more aware of its own shortcomings, continues to be an important
 approach to inquiry (I count myself among its adherents). No one today, however,
 can seriously claim that any one epistemology is so superior that it alone can claim
 the mantle of Science.
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 Much of Packenham's attack on dependency theory is nothing but a reflection of

 his own epistemological parochialism. For example, he denounces dependency

 theorists for examining cases of peripheral capitalist societies, but not socialist

 societies or developed capitalist ones. He wants the dependency writers to look for

 falsifying cases; if they use their theory to examine and interpret cases of dependency,

 he thinks they are being unscientific. In Latin America, of course, potential falsifying

 cases are not so easy to find: for developed capitalist countries, n = 0; for socialist

 countries, n = 1 (Cuba).

 This book is not without value, however. Packenham has done a prodigious job

 surveying the dependency literature, and his classification of varieties of dependency

 theory is useful. He maintains the traditional distinction between orthodox dependency

 (Andre Gunder Frank) and unorthodox (Fernando Enrique Cardoso and Enzo

 Faletto), while noting that their theoretical underpinnings are not all that different.

 Packenham refers to these theories as "holistic dependency," owing to their supposed

 immunity to scientific investigation. He then identifies three other variants: heretical

 dependency, which is non-Marxist; bargaining dependency, which focuses on

 negotiations between states and multinationals; and analytic dependency, which is

 judged scientific because it follows a positivist methodology to test aspects of

 dependency theory. For these, Packenham has considerably more respect, since they

 all break in some fashion with the tenets of holistic dependency.

 Packenham -concentrates his hostile fire on the work of Cardoso, which he dissects

 meticulously. Sometimes, this produces valuable insights-about how Cardoso's

 views have evolved, for example, and about ambiguities and contradictions in key

 theoretical concepts. Too often, however, Packenham falls into nitpicking. For

 example, he spends almost five pages (pp. 62-66) criticizing Cardoso and Faletto's

 ambiguous use of the word "situation." Sometimes they use "dependency situations"

 to designate theoretical categories akin to ideal types, sometimes they use the term
 to designate typological categories of empirical cases, and sometimes they use it
 to describe in detail the actual "dependency situation" of a particular country. This
 does not seem to me like a mortal sin.

 Packenham holds dependency theory responsible for "a costly politicization and
 theatricalization of U.S. scholarship" (p. 6), because dependency theory has always

 been explicitly normative-anticapitalist and prosocialist. "Reduced to its essentials,"
 he writes, "the dependency perspective is really a massive prescription for socialism"
 (p. 38). It is true that most dependency theorists have explicitly identified the
 normative implications of their theory, which can be summarized as: capitalism is
 bad for the development prospects of peripheral countries, and socialism offers an

 escape route. Every theory, however, has normative implications, whether or not
 they are explicitly drawn out. Developmentalist theory, which Packenham obviously
 prefers, contains the normative implication that capitalism is good for the development
 prospects of peripheral countries. If developmentalism stands up better to evidence
 than dependency theory, our normative reasoning would have to take that into
 account, and vice versa. But neither theory is any less scientific because it has
 normative implications.

 Packenham, however, seems to be getting at something more-that dependency

 theorists are so enamored of socialism that they twist the evidence to assure that
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 dependency theory appears confirmed, thus giving empirical weight to their normative

 preference. Since Packenham does not examine dependency theory's empirical
 claims, however, he cannot point to much evidence for this assertion. Instead, he
 castigates dependency theorists for discussing the social origins of development
 theories.

 Dependency theorists claim that social science, like any social practice, is produced
 by social forces. Specifically, some have argued that developmentalism was produced
 by developed capitalist countries, and, not surprisingly, it casts those countries in
 a benevolent light. Dependency theory, on the other hand, was a product of
 underdeveloped countries, a reaction against the inability of developmentalism to
 explain their continued backwardness. Packenham objects that such an analysis is
 irrelevant to the empirical accuracy of either theory (which is true), and that by making

 it, the dependency theorists legitimize ad hominem attacks on their opponents.
 Scholarly discourse is replaced by name-calling.

 First, there is nothing wrong with conducting a sociological analysis of how

 scientific theories develop. Such a practice is not antiscientific, so long as we keep
 in mind that the social origins of a theory tells us nothing about its empirical adequacy.

 Moreover, Packenham himself does not come to this argument with clean hands.
 He speculates at length, with no empirical evidence at all, that dependency theory
 became popular in the United States because young intellectuals were alienated by
 the traumas of the 1960s and early 1970s-the Kennedy-King assassinations, Vietnam,
 and Watergate. He calls dependency theory "faddish" and compares it to
 psychopathology (p. 187). Packenham aims to do exactly what he accuses the
 dependency theorists of doing-cast doubt on the accuracy of a theory he dislikes
 by impugning the motives of those who propound it.

 Finally, Packenham makes repeated reference to the "severe sanctions" and
 "intimidation" that befall anyone who dissents from dependency theory (pp. 27,
 29, 52, 264, 305). The idea that Marxist thought police enforce orthodoxy in the
 field of development theory or Latin American studies is downright silly.
 Packenham's own review of the literature clearly demonstrates the pluralist character
 both of dependency theory (which includes non-Marxist and empiricist dependency
 scholars), and of development studies more broadly (which also includes
 developmentalists and world systems theorists). There isn't even a single school of
 Marxism; some Marxists denounce dependency theory while others embrace it.

 For Packenham, the central example of how dependency theory has politicized
 scholarship is the corruption of the Latin American Studies Association (LASA).
 He accuses LASA of the "pervasive, persistent violation of fundamental academic
 principles in the service of political ends" (p. 292). Decent scholars, Packenham
 scholars, Packenham claims, abandoned the organization in the 1970s, leaving it
 in the hands of the dependency theorists.

 This portrait simply does not square with reality. LASA has grown considerably
 over the past two decades, and eminent, senior, conservative scholars regularly
 participate in LASA conventions. The membership has elected presidents known
 for their moderate, tolerant attitude toward colleagues with different methodological
 and political views. Some could qualify as dependency theorists, some not. Two,
 Carmelo Mesa-Lago and Jorge Dominguez, are Cuban-Americans whose writings
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 have consistently criticized Cuba's lack of political democracy and its economic

 shortcomings. This is not an organization in the grip of Marxist ideologues.

 Packenham devotes two chapters to examining actual applications of dependency

 theory. The one on Brazil is a good example of how a developmentalist might interpret
 recent history so as to cast doubt on some basic tenets of dependency theory. The
 chapter on Cuba is more tendentious. It blasts the failings of Cuban socialism and

 excoriates dependency theorists for not studying them-or even, as a result of

 politicized scholarship, hiding them. In the course of this polemic, Packenham makes
 some ridiculous empirical claims; for example, that Cuba's reliance on sugar before

 1959 "did bring prosperity to much of the Cuban population" (p. 312). Anyone
 who doubts the misery endured by the majority of Cubans prior to 1959 should consult

 the World Bank's 1951 study of the economy or the Catholic University's 1954 study
 of rural living conditions.

 At another point, Packenham flatly asserts, "It is not plausible that a country of

 Cuba's size, location, and precarious economy would, in its own interests, send
 70,000 troops and military advisers beyond its borders" (p. 183). He cites no
 empirical basis for this claim. In fact, scholars of every ideological stripe who have
 studied Cuban foreign policy in Africa have concluded that it was designed as much
 to further Cuban interests as Soviet ones. We even have firsthand accounts by Cuban

 and Soviet defectors who say the same thing. Packenham simply ignores this entire
 body of scholarship and empirical evidence.

 In his account of Cuba, Packenham is guilty of every sin that he sees in dependency
 theorists: he picks his sources to suit his preconceived hypotheses, relying almost
 exclusively on conservative scholars who themselves tend toward the polemical; he
 ignores contrary evidence while questioning the motives of scholars who collect it;

 and he makes his case using highly emotive terms like "exploitation." Packenham
 presents not a balanced assessment, but an adversarial brief in which the ultimate
 objective-a normative condemnation of Cuba-drives and shapes the analysis. What
 has become of Packenham, the strict Popperian logical empiricist? You won't fmd
 him trying to falsify his own hypothesis in this chapter.

 The bitterness of Packenham's attack betrays a profound alienation from his field
 and colleagues brought about by the paradigm shift two decades ago from
 developmentalism to dependency theory. Sadly, in fighting this archaic intellectual
 war, Packenham has become, in spite of himself, exactly the sort of polemicist he
 deplores.

 WILLIAM M. LEOGRANDE
 American University

 LESSONS OF ECONOMIC STABILIZATION AND ITS AFTERMATH. Edited

 by Michael Bruno, Stanley Fischer, Elhanan Helpman, and Nissan Liviatan, with
 Leora (Rubin) Meridor. Cambridge, MA, and London: MIT Press, 1991. Pp. ix
 + 423, $30.00.

 The 1980s have been described by some as the lost decade, but for many countries
 it has been the decade of economic stabilization. It is therefore timely that Lessons
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